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Abstract 
Fuzzy rule-based classification system (FRBCS) is a popular machine learning 

technique for classification purposes. One of the major issues when applying it on 
imbalanced data sets is its biased to the majority class, such that, it performs poorly 
in respect to the minority class. However many cases the minority classes are more 
important than the majority ones. In this paper, we have extended the basic FRBCS 
in order to decrease the side effects of imbalanced data by employing data-mining 
criteria such as confidence and support. These measures are computed from 
information derived from data in the sub-spaces of each fuzzy rule. The 
experimental results show that the proposed method can improve the classification 
accuracy when applied on benchmark data sets. 
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1. Introduction 

In many real-world applications, the available data sets are imbalanced. The problem 
of learning from imbalanced data arises when one class (the majority class) contains 
many more samples than the other class (the minority class). Recently, machine 
learning community acknowledged that the current learning methods (e.g. SVM, C4.5, 
NN, k-NN, FRBCS) perform poorly in applications dealing with imbalanced data sets 
[1]. Traditionally, most classification algorithms do not make any special allowance 
concerning the class imbalance, assuming that in effect the training data is roughly 
balanced. By the way, in almost all cases of imbalanced data, the minority class is the 
class of interest and the classification accuracy on this class is more important, or, as it 
is usually stated in machine learning literature, it has a higher penalty errors [2][3]. 
Some application domains dealing with highly imbalanced data sets include [6][7]. 
helicopter gear-box fault monitoring, shuttle system failure, earthquakes and nuclear 
explosions, diagnoses of rare disease and rare genes mutations, text classification, oil 
spill detection, detecting computer security intrusions, all kinds of fraud detection 
(credit card, phone calls, insurance, etc.). 

Several solutions have been introduced to tackle the problem of imbalanced data. We 
can divide these solutions into two main groups: First, the inner solutions which try to 
build a new algorithm, or make changes to the existing algorithms [4][6]. Second, the 
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outer solutions that seek to re-sample the original data, either by over-sampling the 
minority class and/or under-sampling the majority class until the classes are 
approximately equally represented [17][19]. 

The main problem with the first solutions is that they are limited to one special 
approach, while the second solutions are independent of any classifier. On the other 
hand, making changes to the data is not always practical or is expensive. 

A fuzzy rule-based classification system is a special case of fuzzy modelling, in 
which the output of the system is crisp and discrete (class label). The fuzzy rule-based 
classification system presents two main advantages: first, they permit to work with 
imprecise data, and also, provide a comfortable way to naturally represent the missing 
values, and second, the acquired knowledge with these models may be more human 
understandable[8]. Stressing the second preference, in this paper we have presented a 
new method for generating fuzzy classification rules from an imbalanced data set. 

In the literature of imbalanced data classification, a few fuzzy algorithms for dealing 
with such data (without preprocessing steps) have been introduced [7]. The E-algorithm 
proposed by Le Xu et al [6]. has achieved satisfactory performance on some well-
known data sets by extending the support and confidence measures used in Ishibuchi et 
al's algorithm (I-algorithm)[5]. It uses a coefficient for the weight measure that depends 
on the number of samples for each class rather than all data. Equations (1) and (2) show 
this values. 

) (=) ( TClassAConf
N
NTClassAfCon j

T
j ⇒⇒′  (1) 

) (=) (
2

TClassASupp
N
NTClassApSup j

T
j ⇒⇒′  (2) 

When the data set is not balanced, a larger coefficient is used for the smaller class. 
Thus, both extended measures for the minority classes are proportionally adjusted 
through the normalization to decrease the bias due to the imbalanced data. But, carefully 
in the formula provided by the authors (Eq. 1 and 2) , we noticed that the coefficients 
used for the support and confidence don't influence in choose the best condidate rules 

for each class, because 
TN

N  and 
TN

N 2

 values for all rules of a class are equal. 

In this paper, an effective modification and extension of the I-algorithm 
(MI-algorithm) is proposed to decrease the influence of the unbalancing in data. To 
show its effectiveness, we have applied MI-algorithm to some well-known data sets. 
The results shows an improvement over the I-algorithm and E-algorithm on imbalance 
data sets. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the structure of basic 
fuzzy rule-based classification systems is explained. Our proposed method is discussed 
in section 3. In section 4, we present experimental results. Finally, Section 5 concludes 
the paper and expressed the limitations of our method. 

2. General design of fuzzy rule-based classification system 

Fuzzy if-then rules for a pattern classification problem with n attributes can be 
written as: 
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NjforCFwithCclassthenAisxandandAisxIfRRule jjjnnjj 1,...,=,...: 11  (3) 

where X=[ 1x , 2x , ..., nx ] is an n-dimensional pattern vector, jiA (i=1,...,n) is an 
antecedent linguistic value of jR , jC  is the consequent class, jCF  is the rule weight, 
and N is the number of fuzzy rules. Generally, for an M-class problem with m labeled 
patterns pX =[ 1px , 2px , ..., pnx ], p=1,... ,m , the task of designing the classifier is to 
generate a set of N fuzzy rules in the form (3). 

For this purpose, first each attribute is rescaled to unit interval [0, 1] using a linear 
transformation that preserving the distribution of the training patterns. Then, the pattern 
space is partitioned into fuzzy subspaces each of which is identified by a fuzzy rule 
provided that patterns exist in that subspace. To do partitioning, usually K suitable 
membership functions are used to assign K linguistic values to each input attribute. 
Traditionally, triangular membership functions are used for this purpose, as they are less 
complex and more human understandable. 

 
Figure 1. Different partitioning of each input attribute. 

 
Figure 1 shows these membership functions for four different values of K, where the 

linguistic labels 3L , 4L  and 5L  can be for example interpreted as the linguistic values 
small, medium and large, respectively. 

Given an input partitioning of the pattern space, there are several approaches to 
generate fuzzy classification rules from the data [5][8]. The approach used in this paper, 
is the method proposed in [5], that is named as I-algorithm. 

Fuzzy rules in I-algorithm are in the form of (3). The consequent class jC  of fuzzy 
rule jR  in (3) is determined by the training patterns lying in the corresponding fuzzy 
subspace. The compatibility grade of training pattern pX  is defined with the antecedent 
part jA = ×× 21 jj AA  ... jnA×  of the rule jR , using the product operator as: 

)(=)(
1=

pji

n

i
pj XX µµ ∏  (4) 

where jiµ (.) is the membership function of the antecedent fuzzy set jiA . To select 
the consequent class of a rule, we have used the heuristic method employed in [5], 
which is based on the confidence. The confidence for rule jA  ⇒  Class T is defined as: 
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X

TClassAConf
µ

µ

∑

∑
∈

⇒  (5) 

The confidence can be viewed as a measuring of the validity of jA  ⇒  Class T. It 
can be also viewed as a numerical approximation of the conditional probability of Class 
T given jA  [14]. On the other hand, the support of jA  ⇒  Class T is written as follows: 

m

X
TClassASupp

pj
ClassTpX

j

)(

=) (

µ∑
∈

⇒  (6) 

where m  is the number of given training patterns. 
Using (5), the consequent class jC  of a fuzzy rule jR  is specified as the class with 

the maximum confidence. That is, the consequent class jC  is chosen as: 

{ }) (maxarg= TClassAConfC j
T

j ⇒  (7) 

When the consequent jC  cannot be uniquely determined in (7), we do not generate 
any fuzzy rule with the antecedent jA . 

For evaluating the condidate rules, befor selecting the best ones, some heuristic 
measures have been used in [5]. Their basic criterion, which is a fuzzy version of the 
difference between the number of true positives and false positives, is specified as: 

)()(=) 1(
  

Pj
jCClassPX

pj
jCClasspX

jj XXCClassAf µµ ∑∑
∉∈

−⇒  (8) 

In this paper we use the product of the confidence and support as a criterion for 
selecting the best rules. 

) () (=) 2( jjjjjj CClassAConfCClassASuppCClassAf ⇒×⇒⇒  (9) 

The most popular reasoning method, in fuzzy rule-based classifiers, is the single 
winner rule [9]. This method is simple and understandable for human users. Using this 
method, a new pattern tX  = 1[ tx  , 2tx  ,... , ]tnx  is classified according to the consequent 
class of the winner rule wR . Indeed, the winner rule has the maximum product value of 
compatibility grade with tX  and the rule weight. This can be stated as: 

{ }jtj
j

tw CFXX ×)(max=)( µµ  (10) 

where )( tj Xµ  is the compatibility grade of rule jR  with pattern tX  using (4). 
Since the main objective, in fuzzy rule-based classifier, is intrepretability of the 

system, the classification accuracy is not too high. However, it is possible to adjust the 
membership functions or to use the weighted fuzzy rules to achieve a higher accuracy. 
While modifying the membership functions of fuzzy sets will degrade the 
interpretability of the rules, assigning weights to the rules [5][10], or finding some 
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suitable weighting functions [8] can increases the accuracy of the classifier, yet 
preserves the comprehensibility of the fuzzy rules. 

In order to assign a weight to each fuzzy classification rule, some heuristic measures 
proposed in the past researches [5][12][13]. One of the more effective method [5] can 
be stated as: 

Sum) (= ConfCClassConfCF jjj −⇒A  (11) 

where, SumC  is the sum of confidence over fuzzy association rules whose antecedent are 

jA  and whose consequents are not equal to T . 

)  (=
1=

Sum TClassConfConf j

M

jCT
T

⇒∑
≠

A  (12) 

Note that with the definition of rule weight (11), the weight of a rule can be negative. 
Possible negative weigths obtained by (11) is then set to zero. 

3. Generating fuzzy classification rules for imbalanced data 

When the data to be classified are imbalanced, the confidence and support can be 
significantly biased, because the sum of compatibility grades of the major class can be 
much larger than that of the minority class, even when the compatibility grades of the 
majority class are small. As an example, consider an imbalanced two-class data set, 
where the major class, −C , has 98% of the total samples. Assume that each data sample 
of this class has a small compatibility grade of 0.02 with the antecedent part of the rule 

jR , while each data sample of class +C  (the minor class) has a large compatibility 
grade of 0.8. According to the definition of Confidence in (5) we obtain: 

0.55=
3.56
1.96=

3.56
98%0.02=

)(

)(

=)(

1=

×
⇒

∑

∑
−∈

−
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m

p
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X

X

A
µ

µ

 (13) 

0.45=
3.56
1.6=

3.56
2%0.8=

)(
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=)(
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j CConf
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 (14) 

So, though the compatibility grade of samples in second class are large, but the value 
of confidence for class +C  is smaller than for class −C . This bias in confidence will 
affect the weight of rule as shown in (11), and consequently affect the single winner rule 
method whose selection criterion is the product of the compatibility grade and rule 
weight. So the rules of minority class will never win in this competition. 

In order to decrease the negative effect of imbalanced data, in this paper we propose 
an effective coefficients for confidence and support. 

Creating an effective coefficients for confidence and support: In original equation of 
confidence (5) and support (6), we don't attention to number of samples of each class in 
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the covering space of rule jR  than total samples of class. Although the number of minor 
class in the covering space jR  is low, but this number is significant regard to the total 
number of the minor class. This ratio can help the minor class that become stronger. For 
this purpose we introduce a coefficient for confidence and support as: 

) (=) ( TClassConf
N

N
TClassfCon j

T

jT

j ⇒×⇒′ AA  (15) 

) (=) ( TClassSupp
N

N
TClasspSup j

T

jT

j ⇒×⇒′ AA  (16) 

where TN  is the number of data belonging to class T whose 
jTN  of them are in the 

subspace of the rule jR . When the data set is not balanced, the coefficient of the 
minority class is larger than the coefficient of the majority class. Thus, with this 
coefficient, the minority classes are proportionally adjusted through methods illustrated 
in (15) and (16) to alleviate the bias due to the imbalanced data constitution. 

4. Experimental results 

In this section we present experimental results. It is organized as follows. In 
subsection 4.1 we introduced an evaluation method for imbalanced data. Our 
experimental results is discussed in sub-section 4.2. 
4.1 Evaluation in imbalanced domains 

A straightforward way to measure the accuracy of a classifier is to examine how 
many of the data are correctly classified, denoted by the correct classification rate (True 
Positive plus True Negative). However, it is usually insufficient to draw a conclusion of 
the performance of a classifier by simply observing classification rate, especially when 
the data is imbalanced. Thus, the geometric mean (g-mean) [15] often used as a measure 
to evaluate the performance of the classifier when the data is imbalanced. 

The g-mean measure is derived from the confusion matrix shown in Table 1. The 

true positive rate (
FNTP

TPAcc
+

+ = ) indicates the percentage of the positive data being 

correctly classified; true negative rate (
FPTN

TNAcc
+

− = ) indicates how many instances 

of the negative class are correctly classified. The g-mean is calculated as: 
−+ ×− AccAccmeang =  (17) 

The g-mean is large when both +Acc  and −Acc  are large and the difference between 
them is small, i.e., the classification accuracies on both positive and negative classes are 
high and there is no wide disparity between them, representing a balanced performance 
[6]. 
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Table 1. The confusion matrix 

 Predicted Positive Class Predicted Negative Class 
Actual Positive Class True Positive (TP) False Negative(FN) 
Actual Negative Class False Positive(FP) True Negative (TN) 

 
4.2 Results 

In this paper, we have considered some data-sets from UCI with different values for 
the Imbalance Ratio (IR), defined as the ratio of the number of instances of the majority 
class to the minority class [16]. We consider the first class as the positive (minority) 
class and the other class as negative (majority) class. Table 2 summarizes the data 
employed in this study and shows, for each data-set, the number of examples (No. Exp), 
number of attributes (No. Attrs.), name of each class, and the IR. 

 
Table 2. Data sets descriptions 

Data set No. Exp. No. Attrs. Class (min.,maj.) IR 
Low IR: 
Wine2 178 13 (2, 1+3) 1.51 
Iris2 150 4 (Iris-versicolor, others) 2.00 
Iris3 150 4 (Iris-virginica, others) 2.00 
Wine1 178 13 (1, 2+3) 2.02 
Glass1 214 9 (build-wind-float, others) 3.06 
Medium IR: 
Ecoli2 336 7 (im, others) 4.36 
Ecoli3 336 7 (pp, others) 6.46 
Glass7 214 9 (headlamps, others) 7.38 
High IR: 
Glass3 214 9 (vehic-wind-float, others) 12.59 
Glass5 214 9 (containers, others) 16.46 
Ecoli5 336 7 (om, others) 16.80 
Glass6 214 9 (tableware, others) 23.78 

 
Table 3. Comparing the performance of the I-Algorithm, E-Algorithm and MI-Algorithm for low 

imbalance data-sets 

Data set I-algorithm E-algorithm MI-algorithm 
Wine2 90.63 84.40 87.26 
Iris2 93.47 70.71 80.62 
Iris3 94.47 84.26 86.22 
Wine1 94.38 90.28 90.75 
Glass1 0.00 64.15 64.55 
Avg. 74.59 78.76 81.85 
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Table 4. Comparing the performance of the I-Algorithm, E-Algorithm and MI-Algorithm for median 
imbalance data-sets 

Data set I-algorithm E-algorithm MI-algorithm 
Ecoli2 0.00 88.30 86.84 
Ecoli3 0.00 84.75 87.21 
Glass7 74.28 84.87 87.69 
Avg. 24.76 85.97 87.25 

 
Table 5. Comparing the performance of the I-Algorithm, E-Algorithm and MI-Algorithm for high 

imbalance data-sets 

Data set I-algorithm E-algorithm MI-algorithm 
Glass3 0.00 23.69 39.82 
Glass5 0.00 89.39 85.99 
Ecoli5 0.00 91.97 93.20 
Glass6 0.00 0.0 54.70 
Avg. 0.00 51.26 68.43 

 
In order to develop our study we use a leave-one-out approach (LV1), that is, one 

instance for testing and 1−N  instances for training. For each data-set we consider the 
average results of the N  partitions. The g-means achieved by each method in this study 
are shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5, each one shows the result for data-sets with low, median 
and high imbalance, respectively. These tables show the results for FRBCSs obtained 
by I-Algorithm, E-Algorithm and the methods that study in this paper (MI-Algorithm). 
I-Algorithm and E-Algorithm use product T-norm, CF (11) for the rule weight and 
single winner method for choosing the winning rule, but in MI-Algorithm the rule 
weight is: 

sum)(= fConClassTAfConCF jj ′−⇒′  (18) 

)  (=
1=

sum hClassfConfCon j

M

Th
h

⇒′′ ∑
≠

A  (19) 

As you see, in Table 3 almost all of the result of the MI-Algorithm is better than 
E-Algorithm. Tables 3 and 4 clearly indicate that the MI-Algorithm has a significant 
dominance of g-means. 

5. Conclusion 

The fuzzy rule-based classification system proposed by Ishibuchi et al. is based on 
support and confidence. This algorithm has good performance on balanced data sets, but 
fail in the problems with imbalanced data. In this paper, we examined the performance 
of MI-Algorithm in extracting fuzzy IF-THEN rules from numerical data for 
classification of imbalanced data. We demonstrated that, unlike standard FRBCS, the 
calculation of confidence and support in MI-Algorithm is not blindly, and uses the ratio 
of the number of members of the minority and the majority classes took into 
consideration. This episode more equitable outcome is determined by rule. The only 
limitation of this method is when the imbalanced ratio (IR) is low. As we have shown in 
section 4.2, this makes the classification results even of the standard classifier become 
worse. 
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